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Jean Louis Paguenaud Signed Navy Military Warships Gibraltar XIX XX Militaria Rt116

950 EUR

Signature : Jean Louis Paguenaud 

Period : 20th century

Condition : Bon état

Material : Cardboard

Length : 78 cm  ( avec cadre )

Width : 67  cm 
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Dealer

A Coté Antiquités
PAINTING, SCULPTURE, FRAMEWORK, GLASSWARE,

CERAMIC, COLLECTION OBJECTS

Mobile : 06 12 60 39 35

Fax : alainribeyron@hotmail.fr

7 IMPASSE DU ROC

VAUVERT 30600

Description

Jean Louis PAGUENAUD (1876-1952).

official painter of the French Navy.

Oil on cardboard, framed, representing a seascape

at dusk, which gives a very special light.

There are three warships, not far from a rocky

mountain, it is most likely in view of other

paintings by this artist from the Strait of

Gibraltar.

In the sky, storm clouds and ocher lines that cross

them in all directions.

The wind seems to lift the dust that haloes the

mountain.

Signed lower left: Jean Louis Paguenaud.

Jean Louis Paguenaud (1876-1952) was a pupil of

Bouguerau at the school of fine arts in Bordeaux.



He appeared in Paris at the Salon of French

artists, from 1905.

He exhibited at the Parisian gallery, rue de la

Boétie.

It was the subject of a major retrospective in 1981

at the Musée de Toulon.

He was an official painter of the navy. (marine

ink under the signature).

Listed in the Bénézit and `` the little masters of

Schurr painting.

Period: Beginning of the XX th century.

Condition: Sold as is.

May be lightly cleaned. The Montparnasse frame

of good quality is in very good condition.

Dimensions with frame: 78 x 67 cm.

Dimensions without: 61 x 50 cm.

Weight: 3.880 kg.

SHIPPING:

Worldwide delivery.

To find out the shipping costs before purchasing,

click on Buy online and select your country, or

contact us by email.

Careful packaging.

Sending Colissimo followed, national and

international, recommended with insurance.

PAYMENT:

Means of payment: French check, Bank transfer,

Money order, Paypal or Bank card (via Paypal).

A QUESTION ? :

Francophones: by phone or email.

No French speakers: by email.

Telephone: landline (33) 04 66 51 47 31 Mobile

06 12 60 39 35


